Project catalogue
Sharing Brandbjerg 2021

The team behind Sharing Brandbjerg is proud to present this year's project catalogue. Here you can read about all the exciting projects that awaits you. Read them through and get an idea of what you want to do. Once the registration opens you will have to pick 3 projects that you think would be fun to do. Get ready for an entirely exceptional weekend!

*(The number after each title is the project number – so you can find the same project on the registration site)*

See you at the 8-10 October!

**Shelter for sheep and pheasant** (1,1)
Do you like sheep? Do you like pheasants? Or do you just love both? The you have to come and help build a new roof for the sheep or get painting on the pheasant’s house. Both is in need of a hand, and here you even get to have some company while working! So, get the working clothes on and have a cosy time with sheep and pheasants! It gonna be baaa-tiful!

**Fresh fruit paradise** (1,2)
Are you like a fresh fixing type? One that is keen on fixing the fruit orchard so that it again will be lush and pretty? On this team you will help to remove blackthorn from the fence, chop down trees, dig holes and replant new fruit trees in the orchard. Its gonna be practical, and pretty fun! Come and join while you turn up the music and go bananas in turning the fruit orchard into a fruit paradise!

**Fort-anti-sheep** (1,3)
One upon a time there were some persistent students who planted big nut trees in the Savannah. The trees were fenced in, and everything was good... but then came the sheep! Not just regular sheep, but it was the feared jumping-sheep! With one jump, the passed the fence and attacked the poor, but delicious, new trees. They let nothing left. The Savannah was dead... But now, it shall be revived! We will plant new trees and enhance the fence around them. We will build a fort-anti-sheep so that it will NEVER happen again!

**In the fence!** (2,1)
The fence by the meadow in the forest must be fixed. If you want to spend a day in the woods, with birds, frogs and cows - then this is the place for you! You must help to check up on the fence and help make new beautiful gates for the fence as the old ones need to be replaced. The area needs to be arranged and tidied up so that everything looks good for all the passing guests who walks through.
Stairway to heaven (2,2)
You have been here often. And it shows. The stairs down to Grejdsalsstien must be fixed. Help make sure you no longer have to hold on to hat and glasses when you venture out and slide down the stairs in mud and rain. This is one of the projects many will be able to enjoy afterwards - and one of the places many use. Therefore, you must help to make the stairs new again, so that everyone can feel the difference.

Woodshed fix up (2,3)
Now it’s time - time to give the woodshed at the end of the nut-alley a proper dose of love. The roof and walls need to be fixed, perhaps changed. This is a nice project and when you are done, it will look absolutely beautiful and sharp, and ready for use. Who can now see past firewood in a delicious shed? Nobody - because you will ensure that the woodshed looks better than ever before.

MTB-madness (3,1)
The mountain bike track must be made beautiful and inviting for all mountain bike enthusiasts. Do not worry. You do not need a helmet to join. But bring knee pads and good music. There will be weeding. There will be time to care for every part of the biking paths so that it will look amazing and irresistible for all. Who knows? Maybe you yourself will feel like a ride on a mountain bike when you are done!

Hoot-hoot in the chicken coop (4,1)
Are you handy dandy and ready to swing hammer and nail, cut wire and build chicken fences? A chicken coop is to be built by the kitchen garden. Come and help give our chickens a new nice area they can frolic in. If you think it could be cool to help create the chickens’ new home, then just pull on the work gloves and get ready for a day full of feathers and fun!

Knights of the round bench (4,2)
The roundest of round benches must be finished. Students in E20 started the adventure and wanted it to encircle a chestnut tree in the forest garden. Now, tiles have to be laid, wooden boards have to be screwed on to the seat and the bench has to be painted so that it becomes the most beautiful thing. Are you going to help make a mark on the round bench, which will stand at Brandbjerg to infinity and beound?

Fresh free fitness (4,3)
Do you like to train outdoors? Did you know that there is a new established training ground on the salsa hill? However, it needs extra hands, because it is not quite finished yet. The posts must be made nice and a fundament must be made. So come on, do a pull-up or two while you help each other create a nice outdoor training area - all the while enjoying the beautiful view from the hill.
Help a tree in need (5,1)
By the road along Brandbjerg we have put an avenue of walnut and edible chestnut trees. When our climate becomes like Bordeaux in 50 years, then there will be an abundance of nuts on the buffet. But until then, the dear little trees must survive the Danish winter and grow in the miserable Brandbjerg soil. So they need some help: We need to plant islands of 'nursing trees' around the big trees, cover the grass and make life good for the pantry of the future.

The world's biggest (forest)lasagna (5,2)
Do you love lasagna? Then you have the chance to make the biggest lasagna of your life in the forest garden - with delicious ingredients consisting of old branches, horse- and cow poop, compost, topsoil, straw or wood chips. We have to make 'lasagna compost' in a 1/3 of the forest garden so that the grass disappears and we can plant edible trees, shrubs and perennial vegetables out later in the year. So grab a shovel, roll up the wheelbarrow and roll up your sleeves - it's the real-life cross-fit and it's going to be awesome!

Painting party (6,1)
Come and help to swing the paintbrushes when applying a proper layer both outside and inside the building. There needs help to put a proper nice new layer on the workshop building and under the gym-hall. So are you keen with a brush and love the feeling of seeing a satisfying finished result, then just pull on an old shirt and give it your best!

Firewood fans (6,2)
Do you love when you just have to go out and arrange some firewood for the fire? Then this may be where you need to be! We need to split a lot of firewood and have it stacked beautifully. You may be, or at least become, a master at using a firewood clover and cracking wood. If you are handy with an ax, firewood clover, or just want to improve your axing skills, then this is where you should be!

Tractor team (6,3)
Can you drive with trailer and heavy loads? Do you want to drive around in tractor and jump in when machines and other heavy items have to be delivered to the various teams? Or maybe you have experience in crafts - mechanic, carpenter or electrician, then it is exactly you we need! This is where you get the most honorable task of being the janitor’s right hand man or woman!

C’mon signs (7,1)
The room signs need to be updated to new beautiful brass signs. The old ones need to be taken down and painted so they can look great with the new sign on top. The old signs have hung there for 50 years... Now you can help make the next 50. In addition to the room number, the new signs now have room for a name. So in the long run, all rooms need to be named after someone or something!
Wild moat sides (8,1)
NOW it’s time to pull in on the waders and clean the moat of duckweed! The entire moat is in need of a hand - and you must help find permanent solutions on how to arrange the sides of the moat so that they require less maintenance in the future. Get down, get dirty, and get green! It will no doubt be the party before the party! And there will be nothing more satisfying than seeing the moat before and after you’re finished!

To war against knotweed and park lake! (8,2)
Knotweed! Our invasive and uninvited guest. It must be defeated! Therefore, we must cover up the sides of the lake, where the knotweed lives. The rest of the lakesides needs to be weeded and made beautiful. And don’t worry, the coolest task is also in this team! The lake must be cleaned of duckweed! So you will have to pull on waders and help make the park lake unrecognizable and clean! Do not hesitate, the park lake needs warriors like you!

Lumberjacks paradise (9,1)
"The world has many different kinds, everyone must live and die ..." and as it could not be said better (it’s a danish song from the højskolesongbook), there must be worked hard in the area behind the park. For it is time to bring biodiversity back into balance. And therefore some plants have to give up life so that others can come to. You must help thin out, chop and lay wooden chips in the area - so that there can again be room for the many different kinds of life in the wildlife paradise!

Wild on purpose (10,1)
Are you a little wild? And do you like to let go of your inner wild-side? At least our nature likes to. And it needs help with that. At the bottom of the park, trees must be taken down and a wild area created where biodiversity can flourish. If you want to be a little extra wild this weekend, then you have to help swing a chainsaw and give the park a new wild side!

The jungle of the park lake (10,2)
Somewhere east of the park lake - there is a party. Deforestation party. Trees and twigs must be cleared from the path around the lake, and the shore must be cleaned so that it will look completely sharp. Are you going to the party? Come and see the transformation of the park lake’s forest path and shores so that they again become magical and irresistible, and who knows? Maybe this will be your new favorite place.

Can pallet make furniture? (11,1)
You know them well - the pallets! They can be used for everything and in the best recycling style, they must be made into furniture! Pallet furniture. And can they? Yes! They can! You have probably already sat in one yourself. So why not learn how to make them yourself? Help make your mark on the new furniture that will stay around the school's areas! It will be fun!
Finn’s disciples (12,1)
Do you remember the kitchen duties? Good music on the speaker, dishwasher dancing and synchronic cuts of onions. Finn has to cook for 300 people and he needs help. So come into the kitchen and help taste it all, cuddle the food, and make sure all mouths are full. And then you are guaranteed a day in dry weather, regardless of whether it rains.

The watercarriers (12,2)
If you do not feel like a craftsman type, fret not! The most important task during the day will be to make sure that there is water, coffee, tea and lunch for the hard working people. As a watercarrier, you have to make sure to make stations with food and lunch and walk around with water. You even get the opportunity to look inside the different work groups and see their progress, while making sure they remember to drink water off course.

From old to new (12,3)
Do you have a flair for working with metal? Finn is missing people for a very special task! A smoke oven must be built, and we therefore lack some skilled blacksmiths or craftsmen who have the courage to help transform an old refrigerator, where holes must be cut, doors and chimneys installed. If you like to think creatively and practically and create something from scratch - then you have a unique opportunity to put your very own mark on Finn’s new smoke oven!